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We publish this critical chapbook dedicated to Katarzyna Giełżyńs-
ka’s film-poems in english to underline our wish to go beyond local 
thinking about  c()n du it  and address this publication to the new 
media markets of Central europe (where the author originates from) 
and beyond. The collection of video poetry (first of its kind in polish 
culture) was published online and on Cd in July 2012. 

We never considered this project as solely literary or solely polish. 
Thus, its tour was planned as inter-medial and international: we 
presented it to viewers at animated film festivals (premiere at the 
international animator in poznań, poland), film festivals (such as 
dwa Brzegi/Two riversides in Kazimierz, which is well-recognized 
in Central europe), music festivals (original source up To date in Bi-
ałystok), new media festivals (Ha!wangarda in Kraków), literary fes-
tivals (miasto poezji/The City of poetry in lublin), in galleries (Bunkier 

�from the publisher



sztuki in Kraków, 1500m2 do wynajęcia in Warsaw, meetfactory in 
prague), at academic conferences (institute of World literature in 
Bratislava). in the recent months the poems were projected in po-
land, slovakia and the Czech republic.

The volume was born as a result of our new media teamwork. 
Katarzyna Giełżyńska was the discovery of the internet Tournament 
of one poem organized by Ha!art’s web editors. in april 2010, after 
Kraków’s Tournament of one poem (the oldest one in the history of 
the city and of entire poland, established in 1966) was closed down, 
we decided to organize an online edition. Choosing from several 
dozens of entries, the Jury awarded the work of Giełżyńska thrice 
(the poems  kusiciel ,  wiersz logiczny ,  klikam ). already in 2011, 
the new media team (urszula pawlicka, mariusz pisarski, Łukasz 
podgórni, piotr marecki) began its work. during the preparations 
preceding the publication, we presented the volume as work in prog-
ress to the audience (Kraków, dietla 44/9), taking their comments 
into account during the subsequent work on the project. We were 
guided by the idea of innovativeness: "the first collection of film-po-
ems", confronting the audience with an unfinished project; we hope 
that this chapbook will constitute a continuation and yet another 
stage in the experiment with the film-poems’ rather original mode 
of reception. another innovative aspect were the hyperdescriptive 
principles of  C()n du it .

http://vimeo.com/17594062
http://vimeo.com/31780359
http://vimeo.com/15657793


describing the world is an idea that continuously drives polish cul-
ture. it stems, on the one hand, from the country’s historical past, 
which is full of blanks and places of interrupted memory, and, on the 
other, from a certain national penchant for filling up these blanks 
and describing them. adam zagajewski and Julian Kornhauser, 
the authors of the 1974 manifesto  Świat nie przedstawiony  (The 
World Not represented) wrote explicitly that only when the world 
is described, it is elevated to the rank of culture (before that, it is 
not worthy of it). in polish culture, representing the world was 
synonymous with describing it in literature. Katarzyna Giełżyńska 
puts forward the ideas propelling our culture as problems and goes 
on to complicate them. The author harnesses a number of media 
to the task of description and requires from us a different type of 
concentration than in the case of traditional literature. We are to 
engage our attention and senses, and altogether different reader-
ship competences. 

The author is above all an editing artist, she works parallely in sound, 
image and word, so excluding any of these elements would result in 
the work being incomplete and incongruous with the here and now. 
Never before was it possible in polish culture to think about realiz-



ing the postulate of describing the world in the form of film-poems, 
which often last only a few seconds and are sometimes constructed 
in such a way that it is impossible to read the animated text (due 
to the fast pace). Katarzyna Giełżyńska has mastered the poetics 
of the short, immediate film-poem. The author’s professional and 
academic background has certainly contributed to this. she gradu-
ated from new media studies in Toruń (it is worth mentioning that 
she was taught by Wojciech Bruszewski, filmmaker, photographer, 
visual artist and author of innovative literary works, some of which 
were published by Ha!art). 

The author of  C()n du it  has been working for a few years for Czech 
television as a motion graphic and has created many recognizable, 
eye-catching credits for Czech TV series, programs and films. 
she tests her talents on millions of viewers, using exactly the same 
tools as in her poems (work, image and sound)...

� Piotr Marecki, november 2012, Prague
� translated by aleksandra Małecka



c()n du it's iNTerNaTioNal Tour
april 1, 2012�dietla 44/9, Kraków
June 1, 2012�poezja 2.0, miasto poezji/City of poetry festival, 
lublin
June 30, 2012�1500m2 do wynajęcia gallery, Warszawa
July 17, 2012�aNimaTor international animated Film Festival, 
Głośna samotność, poznań
July 30, 2012�international Film and art Festival Two riversides 
(dwa Brzegi), literature and image in the XXi century, 
Kazimierz nad Wisłą
September 7, 2012�new media festival Ha!wangarda, 
Konfederacka 4, Kraków
September 21, 2012�music festival original source up To date, 
Białystok
September 27, 2012�expert panel Quo vadis elektronická kultúra? 
slovak academy of sciences, institute of World literature, 
Bratislava (slovakia)
october 27, 2012�Creative Cities and regions: Challenges for 
a Cooperation among the uNesCo Cities of literature, during the 
international literary Conrad Festival, Kraków
november 16, 2012�Večer Ha!artu: literatura a nová média, 
meetfactory, prague (Czech republic)



* From July to November 2012 the film-poems from the  C()n du it  
collection are on permanent exhibition for thousands of viewers in 
the café art Café at the Bunkier sztuki gallery in Kraków.



The World must Be 
described

KaTarzyNa GiełżyńSKa iNTerVieWed By pioTr MarecKi

� Prague, november 2012
� translated by aleksandra Małecka 



you have set yourself the goal of describing the world, but in a way 
a bit different from how it used to be done in polish culture. 
in one fragment, you quoted the classic, who claims that if we were 
left alone without books, we would not know what to love and what 
to despise. 

I'll say: leave us without word, sound and image, and we will not 
know who we are.

This is a total project, a poetics that encompasses all media...

In my work, or rather, through my work, I try to describe today's 
highly technicized world with the use of its media, I play its own 
game. So, I make references to the Internet, computer games, post-
ers, television or film. To everything that shapes us.

But you do not accept this technology without criticism, you lean 
towards subversive attitudes. This seems unexpected, since in many 
cases you are also visibly fascinated with technology - you seem 
to approve of it. 

Technology, which we ourselves have created to help us in life, is, 
paradoxically, taking our freedom; advertisements, interfaces, 
billboards impose demands on us, we have to constantly update, 
follow the trend, it looks like man has fallen into his own trap. 



Thus, in my film-poems I argue with technology. I also want to show 
that it is not that evil, if one understands its mechanisms
 and manages it consciously. Then, technology, instead of leading 
to dehumanization, will open new possibilities before humans. 
Man (and the contemporary reader-viewer) should not be so anxious 
about this technology, because it is not we who control technology, 
but it is the technology that controls us; we are its hostages and it 
is impossible to run away from it. So we have to accept it and use 
it above all in broadly understood creative work.

What does this mean in the case of the author of film-poems, 
film texts?

The problem that I deal with in the  C()n Du It  collection is that of 
the subject, the problem of the author, that is the problem of the "I". 
We are what we have read, we are made up of quotes. In the web, 
what is "mine" is illegible, blurred; the other creates us, we live only 
thanks to the other, otherwise we don't exist. One protects one's 
individuality, one's "I", which is threatened online. This is why in my 
poetic animations, verbs appear in the first person singular, as "I", 
"I click", "I want" together with verbs in the imperative mode, 
embodying the Web that constantly demands something from us: 
"update!", "click!".



These commands appear as new rituals.

The former sacrum has shifted to life on-line, now it exists in the 
form of rituals such as clicking, chatting, posting. In my poem 
 tablice  (tablets), the tablets of Moses are replaced by an interface, 
ads popping up on each page, which order us to do something, and
 we obey them, not consciously, through biopower.

another problem present in your poems, including  awatary  (ava-
tars) and  lekcja historii  (history lesson), is the trivialization of the 
idea of death in the contemporary world.

Today we are dealing with the disappearance of the idea of death, 
we live on-line, wear masks, avatars, we can delete our own nick, or
 delete our mail account, log on somewhere else, lead a new life. 
On the one hand, it is a positive thing, because through changing 
avatars, we can constantly improve ourselves, putting on increas-
ingly better masks, but, on the other hand, we live irresponsibly; 
what do we care about our nick, our present life, if we can discharge 
it with one click and move to another portal? We feel immortal. 
There is no death online. This way of thinking is applied to real life, 
and if there is no death, life is pointless, it is simply trivial. 
Only thanks to the seriousness of death, we can appreciate life. 
Despite everything, in my work I continue to believe in man. 



Even being an avatar and obeying the stream of commands from 
the web, the avatar has a soul, asks the questions: Does man exist? 
Is it the real world, or is this just delusion? 
Or maybe we have trapped ourselves in the delusion? 

The whole collection is characterized by what could be called typo-
graphical unism. you use only one font face.

In my film-poems nothing is accidental, starting from font, through 
the title, to the last sign. For instance, the title of the collection is 
the name of the font I use, most objects in the poems are created 
with this font. I create my work as you create a logo; what counts is
 a concise form and the essence of the message; for instance, in the 
poem  aut or not , the yellow triangle signifies the eye of God, but
 also the road sign Caution!, and the label on radioactive materials. 
In 20 seconds, I wanted to show the resurrection of the Auth-or,
 referring to Hamlet's dilemma, to be or not to be, aut or not. The 
author or death of the author? Everybody has to choose on their 
own, just like Hamlet. 

indeed, the duration of these poems is significant - sometimes 10, 
sometimes 20 seconds. you make typographical designs for the 
Czech television's series and other programs, where the rules of 



economy and brevity always apply. so you are experienced in this 
type of esthetics and strategies connected with it.

I treat important subjects in a manner that is aphoristic, symbolical, 
often ironic, I draw from pop-art and simple 8-bit graphics. 
In my work, word, image and sound, this triad, are supposed to 
harmonize in stereo, none of these elements can be excluded, only 
in community they create a complete whole, they are interdepen-
dent, they complete each other, like in the Holy Trinity. 
They exist, provided they exist together.

▶ Katarzyna Giełżyńska, Kraków's premiere of  C()n du it  



your works have been described as referring to the traditions of 
concretist poetry and visual text. you are also close to inspirations 
from the language of programming, it is most apparent through the 
frequent use of brackets. 

The brackets show that every word is a separate monad, an entity, 
it is independent, individual. They also signify something that is on 
the margin, unimportant, incorrect, but then again, what is written 
on the margin, in brackets, is often more important than the main 
body of text. It is also about what happens between the brackets, 
whether the individual words, monads closed upon themselves, 
are able to create a sentence, a community of words? 

are they?

My work is a simultaneity of senses.
In my film-poems, the dramatic tension is important; for instance, 
silence means a space, waiting for something, just like in traditional 
poetry the white space of the paper between the lines of the poem 
means a pause for breath before the next line.                                                                                 

so you could say that every element of the film-poem, color, pace, 
sound volume, is perfectly planned and it should be treated 
as significant...



Of course, as an author I often don't have control over my work, the 
work creates itself through bricolage and coincidence, even if I try
 to control it from the beginning to the end. Just like in life, one does 
not control reality; it is too much for man. After all, we live in the
 Web, in the Vastness, in hypertext, we are besieged by information, 
which still undigested is covered by new information, appearing
 suddenly, like pop-up ads, deus ex machina. Man is a mash-up of 
it all, an illegible mash-up, which is why I present the receiver with 
micro-literature, literature that is summary, fragmentary, from 
which everyone has to create their own whole (if it is possible).

▶ summer 2012

 Katarzyna Giełżyńska  urszula Pawlicka 



Marcin Giżycki

on Katarzyna 
GiełżyńSKa’S 

aniMated PoeMS

� translated by Piotr czarnota



Video poetry is still a little-known art form. it combines words (spo-
ken or written) with moving images and music or a soundtrack. 
it was born in the late 1970s – although, as in any case, its pioneers 
could be found much earlier (like marcel duchamp and his  anemic 
Cinema ) – but its dynamic growth began as late as the last de-
cade of the 20th century. it is a new, unexploited form of art, which 
gives plenty of opportunities to authors looking for new ways of 
expression.

Video poetry actually comprises a few independent phenomena. 
The most prevalent trend is poetic video clips – movies, where some-
one recites a poem and someone else (rarely the author themselves) 
adds visualizations. There also exists a trend that represents a kind 
of concrete poetry in motion. The viewer sees bits and pieces of 
printed texts, often interchangeably, together with images matched 
through loose association. Katarzyna Giełżyńska practices a form 
that is perhaps the most interesting one – i would call it an ironic 
video-poster. The artist takes short, slogan-like texts and gives 
them a (simple) mobile form that emphasizes the message. 
such form, combined with the font used in her works, brings to 
mind early computer graphics. Her poems, meant to be viewed on 
a computer screen, speak with the language of the environment 
they exist in. and they often touch on subjects close to internet 
users, that is of us all.



 

▶ Katarzyna Giełżyńska, Kraków's premiere of  C()n du it  



Małgorzata 
dawidek Gryglicka

"tHe Word of a Poet 
in SucH tiMeS"

� Wrocław, June 2012
� translated by Piotr czarnota



i wish to ask our age and the literature of our age: is there still 
a task for the poet in our civilization? is there still a time and 
place for art in an age where social unrest and the discomfort 
with our social life in an anonymous mass society is felt from 
all sides and where the demand for rediscovering or reestab-
lishing true solidarities is advanced over and over again? is it not 
an escape when one claims art or poetry to still be an integral 
part of human being? must not all literature be now literature 
engagée? and like all committed literature quickly become 
outdated? is there still a stable framework in the art of words, 
when only the constantly changing contents in their instability 
constitute the center of legitimization for literature in general?

These questions, aimed at "the literature of our age", open Hans-Georg 
Gadamer’s 1970 essay  are the poets Falling silent  ? The concept 
of changeability became a paradigm, especially in lev manovich’s 
"image society". Breaking away from the "constant" seemed like a 
new norm of reality, with the dictates of the word and image. 
The need for "changeability" generated the need to put literature in 
motion as well.



The first "moving texts" appeared in the 1960s. They were preced-
ed by machine texts, accompanied by theories of max Bense, the 
propagator of concretism, who found the influence of mathematics 
on generating literature and art based on algorithms. poetic clips 
applying technology appeared a little later, as closed compositions 
of moving images, film-poems or interactive poetry pieces. 
among many great works it is worth to mention the interactive 
poems by Camille utterback and roma achituv ( Text rain , 1999), 
the moving poetry of masaki Fujihata ( Beyond pages , 1998), and 
– in the most recent years – clips by Bill Collins or the concretist 
animations of anatol Knotek. motion became a domain for literary 
texts, just like visual ideas before that.

in her collection of film-poems  C()n du it , Katarzyna Giełżyńska 
presents the viewer with yet another way of experiencing text. 
The author reformulates the usual poetry reading habits, including 
visual poetry. Giełżyńska presents us with a set of micro-narrations, 
"clip-poetry", where text in motion has the same rights as images 
and sounds. in terms of the themes and narratives, the poems in
 C()n du it  are set in the contexts of literature, the online community, 
digital matters, and the clash of Vr (Virtual reality) and ar (actual 
reality). simultaneously, Giełżyńska’s poems present the attitude 
of the lyrical self in a fairly clear way, going against the concretist 
texts – in principle devoid of narrativity and a personal subject of 



expression. Giełżyńska revives the author, hidden behind the text 
by concretism. The poet speaks directly. she says: "it's me!".
it can be assumed, though, that the visual text became a prototype 
for the author of  C()n du it . Clear references to the traditional con-
crete poetry appear throughout the work. They can be found, for 
example, in  błędne fale  (truant waves), which begins with 

No oNe Will read me/aNalysis Will NoT Go THrouGH 
me/BeCause i am aN illelliGiBle/miXTure oF QuoTes . . . 

although the poem points the viewer to the narrattress's emotions, 
it seems that the formal template comes from  rendering the leg-
ible illegible , a 1963 cult concretist poem by Calus Bremer, which 
visually resembles a freeze-framed textual animation sequence.

stanisław dróżdż, a polish concrete poetry classic, often used the 
rule of variation without repetition, enclosing frames derived from 
combinatorial strings of sign sets on single boards. His works, based 
on a mathematical rule, looked like individual frames of stop mo-
tion animation. only the lack of proper tools, unavailable in poland 
in the 1970s, prevented him from setting these images in motion. 
But while concretism forces the author to abide by rules of compo-
sition – a poetic text, which is not a visual representation of its own 
meaning, observes different standards and is free of such rules – it is 
dominated by stochastic structures and variations with repetitions.

http://vimeo.com/44718481


The poetic projections of Katarzyna Giełżyńska comply with this 
second rule. it is the image and sound are the representatives of 
the poem’s contents, not the layout of the text. The author slams 
simultaneously with these three languages. she clashes visual and 
poetic codes, fragments of classic songs and samples, spat out by 
the machine. The aesthetics of the set bring to mind the poetics 
of video games or programmer scripts. it shifts Giełżyńska’s visual 
pieces into the realm of language structure analysis – and not only 
the natural language, or the language of film. The collection is full of 
programming symbols (like verses enclosed in brackets), intentional 
image and sound glitches and bug simulation, like in  error , a piece 
that stylistically corresponds with the idea of concrete poetry. 

▶ Katarzyna Giełżyńska,  error  

http://vimeo.com/44720091


Non-alphabetic signs conduct the main narrative, while the sub-
ject’s words are only a commentary: 

(!) (error) (error) (error) (alWays) (muddles) (my) 
(imaGe) (To) (a) (liKeNess) (oF) (a) (repTile).

leaving paper behind did not, however, cause the body of Giełżyńs-
ka’s language to gain the physicality the concrete poets strived for 
when they left the two-dimensional world. on the contrary – virtual 
poetry vanishes as quickly as it appears, while the question remains: 
what would happen if you filtered sounds and images out of the 
poems in  C()n du it . 
What essence, what "constant", spoken of by Gadamer, would remain 
after such a procedure? Would the message retain its power without 
media support?  Could the text in Giełżyńska’s poems function on 
its own? are these poems sufficiently independent, like the image 
and sound are? 

The elements of this puzzle illustrate each other’s meanings, be-
cause there are three narratives running in parallel and often even 
tautologically [ lustro  (mirror),  piekło  (hell)] – they double their 
message, which often occurred in the concretists’ poems. 

although there are no contradictions (even the titles of the pieces 
are suggestions for interpretation), there are no inextricable ele-
ments like in classic the concretist poems.  



�What essence, what 
"constant", spoken of by 
Gadamer, would remain 
after such a procedure? 

�Would the message 
retain its power without 
media support?  

�Could the text in 
Giełżyńska’s poems 
function on its own? 

�are these poems 
sufficiently independent, 
like the image 
and sound are?  



The background of the majority of Giełżyńska’s film-poems could 
serve as an autonomic collage, or rather an e-collage; especially 
since the poem’s backgrounds are iconic quotations from the his-
tory of art, the hotchpotch of the internet, as well as simple typo-
graphical designs and drawings by the author herself. This poses 
yet another question: is the separation of these elements neces-
sary? What would be the purpose of applying a filter, isolating indi-
vidual components of a message uttered in a multi-language? The 
author thoughtfully offers a work enclosed in a form. she envisions 
the lack of possibility of disrupting the poem’s structure (just like 
in traditional poetry). Video-poems are a whole – not a game or an 
interactive text. The works are isomorphic – their elements shed 
light on each other, like symbols in concrete poems. The words 
correspond with illustrations and sounds. parity and mutual inter-
changeability are the policies here.

When asking about the idea of modern literature, Gadamer ex defi-
nitione distanced himself from the poetry of machines, doubting 
that a computer could generate a text equal to the craftsmanship of 
Celan’s writings. He considered machine-generated poetry ostensi-
ble, and pieces by max Bense – electronic forgery, a ‘false objection’. 

He wrote: 

it may be true that a poem can eventually be brought about 



after infinite combinations of letters. But what matters is 
that it becomes a poem only when read out of all the comput-
er garbage – and the computer cannot do this; and even if it 
does, the computer does not label it as a poem, but at most, 
as grammatically correct speech. 

Bense’s goal, however, was to shift 

a text (…) centered literature into the territory of concrete poetry, 
where grammar is less important than the visual arrangement 
of words, to demonstrate the shape of a text as a phenomenon 
that is not only mental imagery, but also sensual and optical. 

and Giełżyńska managed to achieve this, because, undoubtedly,

 the word of the poet in such a time: 

a time of "instability", reversibility, chaos, manovich-esque language 
of new multimedia, engagement in a reality jagged like pieces of 
unverified online information – requires a new form. as Gadamer 
said, such word "must be different".



urszula Pawlicka

aut or not

� translated by Piotr czarnota



Cybernetic poetry by Łukasz podgórni and roman Bromboszcz 
populates one perimeter of polish electronic literature. The meth-
od of creating a cyberpoem, a poem generated by the computer, is 
superbly presented by Broboszcz’s  electronic literature , a poem 
from his collection  digital.prayer :

Walk down the stairs downstairs / i take equipment and 
instruments / (...) at the bottom of the unit i extract / from 
bags / They are later placed using cables / yes, i place them 
later using the / cable / Hook them up, at least some of them / 
with microphones. yes, i attach, some of them / to the micro-
phones / one waits. 

one waits for the transfer, flow of content, a moment when cy-
berpoets let themselves be guided by the software. on the other 
perimeter, a new genre is emerging: animation poetry, represented 
by Katarzyna Giełżyńska’s video collection  C()n du it . Giełżyńska 
transforms the opening line from  Hamlet’s  famous soliloquy – "to 
be or not to be" – into the query: "aut or not?" (author or no author?). 
The artist seems to rebuke roland Barthes’s claims on "the death of 
the author", suggesting that it is time for author’s (or any subject’s) 
revival. The latter is not only far from "dead", but is about to regain 
their control over a highly technologic reality. man wants to control 
the world, before the world gains complete control over him. 
Hence the desire to have advantage over the forces that transform 



one’s body from a tangible object into a virtual one, devoid of physi-
cality; and over technologically induced projections of one’s identity, 
sometimes forceful. recognizing the online world and oneself in 
this new reality is a particularly important goal. Giełżyńska poses 
the following questions, represented by the titular question "aut or 
not": what is the place of a man in the online world? is there room 
for individuality in the virtual reality? What is the condition of the 
post-human in times of avatars?

The video collection  C()n du it  is a set of poetic clips containing lyrics 
and music, presenting the most important phenomena in visual cul-
ture. intensive, expressive and ironic images become video-epigrams 
– Giełżyńska presents internet "rituals", such as clicking, chatting or 
posting, in a humorous way. references to animation, film, adver-
tising or  video games generate clips that are dynamic and expan-
sive, they are "dry bones", as she puts it in the  logical poem , a piece 
aspiring for a status of her manifesto. 
But one could also claim, somewhat subversively, that they’re "fleshy", 
concrete and firm. The clips contain three equally important com-
ponents – image, text and sound. Their simultaneous reception is 
an equivalent of multisensory perception. Fast like a flash while 
zapping or like mouse clicks during surfing. serious themes are 
hidden under a disney-like coating – colorful, blinking images re-
mind of commercial billboards.  C()n du it  plays with (hyper)reality, 



constrained by parentheses, characteristic of Giełżyńska’s style. 
This punctuation mark usually indicates something marginal, ran-
dom, irrelevant, unnecessary. The situation here is entirely different 
– to properly receive the author's poetic clips is to read between the 
parentheses.

The first issue outlined by Giełżyńska is the image of the contempo-
rary, liquid world. The internet devalued the importance of location, 
space and time. Human life resembles the cyclic "life" of a folder – its 
creation, moving to the recycle bin, restoration or repeated creation. 
To be taken out of the trash is to be constantly reborn. 
online life is a game we play with the seeming, trivialized death. 
death becomes a spectacular gesture of emptying the trash or de-
leting a Facebook account. it becomes a perimeter we set by and for 
ourselves (assuming a cathartic function) or for others (to inform 
them of this change).
liquid life, to speak in terms established by zygmunt Bauman, is 
associated with incessant desires that can never be fulfilled. 
in one of the clips, entitled  pragnienie  (desire), the fast forward 
icon is a sign of permanent hunger. every desire generates a new 
one, which is why there can be no fulfillment and final satisfaction. 
online life also poses a problem of an identity multiplied by the 
faces of assumed nicknames. 

http://vimeo.com/44723177


"avatars don’t like the real us" – that is why we constantly project 
our own personality in order to get the most "likes". identity be-
comes momentary, temporary, artificial, just like the body, it lacks 
stability. in  cyfrowy  (digital), we see a juxtaposition of a real, physi-
cal body and the virtual, immaterial, "dissolved" one. The piece ends 
with the word "roz dar ty" (div i ded) – the emphasis on the pronoun 
indicates a subject who does not necessarily possess a body. it is 
the personality that matters – identity is described in categories of 
narcissism, as pointed out by anthony Giddens.
surfing the web takes the form of mechanical clicking, and yet it 
becomes more than a simple action of a finger. Clicking is almost 
a ritual, or maybe rather an addiction, because it becomes a motion 
that battles the signs that "escape between the fingers". 
The clip  re-play  dynamically zooms in on keyboard keys that are 
a sign of "ritual" clicking. Keys such as backspace, enter or shift in-
clude an arrow, reminding of exit signs. The keys are a reference to 
a labyrinth a user loses themselves in. To exit the labyrinth is to be 
liberated from apathy or from the frenzy of clicking. 
But every "play" also involves a "re-play".

another video piece, titled  klikam  (i click) is an intro – it introduces 
us to the online sphere. The boundary between where the intro 
ends and surfing begins is very fluid, but it could be noticed when 
music is suddenly introduced and the graphical elements become 
more dynamic.  klikam  starts with a fragmented text, gradually 

http://vimeo.com/44720085
http://vimeo.com/45125041
http://vimeo.com/15657793


revealed and synchronized with toned-down music: "czu/jesz/
to" (you/feel/it). The method of reading the initial words indicates 
the interpretative direction of the message, because it can be read 
twofold: "czujesz to" (you feel it) or "czy jesz to" (do you eat it). 
The first sense is psychological; the second can be associated with 
consumption. after the activation of the "click" command, the image 
changes entirely: the message becomes dominated by information 
codes; the sign invasion exceeds human perception boundaries.

▶ Katarzyna Giełżyńska,  i click  

 klikam  is a visual representation of battling with interfaces, which 
establish the conditions of existence in contemporary culture: if you 
manage to click fast enough – you exist, if you do not – you vanish. 
The expression "czujesz to" is then a demonstration of existence in 



a culture that is both one of drifting images and of polyphony. 
The answer can be found in the graphically composed background 
characters: one with goggling eyes represents fear and loss, the 
other one – with headphones and the word "Cool" – satisfaction 
and pleasure. The titular clicking is akin to life preservation: at one 
point – as a confirmation of being – the word "jestem" (i am) appears. 
For all that, an individual is in a permanent stasis between one click 
and another. The notion of "i am" is quickly outdated – you only have 
to press the F5 key to define yourself as "i was". 

using a computer also means facing software and hardware prob-
lems. Cascades of error messages connote (graphically or concep-
tually) a reptile, according to the author. The snake comparison is 
a proof of a humorous disposition of the video-poems and their 
frequent winks at the viewer. apart from the presence of Bar-
thes, one can find traces of John Barth in  C()n du it . in 1967 Barth 
claimed that the only thing remaining for literature is to "repeat it-
self", because "everything has already been said". Copying texts and 
repeating quotes is apparent in clips such as  mnożenie tekstów  
(text multiplication) and  błędne fale  (truant waves). The former 
depicts huge, colorful words projected on a screen, which – impos-
ing on one another – become unintelligible. The letters are thrown 
on the surface just like paint was spilled by tachists on the canvas. 
Words, charging toward the viewer from every direction, remind of 

http://vimeo.com/44721661
http://vimeo.com/44718481


a senseless stain. 

The excess of information causes it to become noise, pulp. The sec-
ond clip shows adrift sentences that – constantly quoted – lose their 
source. The copy-paste action causes them to become barren by 
breaking them away from their original context. Words underlined 
in red, in the style of a text editor, signal erroneous content. 
The clip ends with just the red waves remaining on the screen, 
demonstrating what becomes of texts that are constantly copied 
and transformed. Giełżyńska emphasizes the importance of the cre-
ator, whose authorship is recently being increasingly devalued.
animated poetry suggests links with the art of animation – and indeed 
the traces are clear. Cutouts and collage appear in  awatary  (avatars); 
the minimalism and symmetry in  dialog  (dialogue) can be asso-
ciated with the abstract animation style. There are also video art 
inspirations [ lustro  (mirror)] and allusions to video games [ wiersz 
logiczny  (logical poem)]. Giełżyńska’s videotome fits into new media 
literature, but, interestingly, it avoids the fashionable interactivity 
understood in the literal sense. 
There is no death of the author or recipient. 
There is a clash between the creator, craving control over the ma-
chine, and user, who would like to decide what is being watched, by 
himself. The "click" command is the symbol of the conflict. 
on the one hand, it proves the creator has the advantage, because 
he indicates where we should click. on the other hand, there is an 



illusion of command over the object by the user, who can always 
say: 

"i will click if i want to".
The entire work is maintained in a "post-atari" convention – the 
reappearing color green, which calls to mind the command line of 
the archaic system and the simple text font are indicators of nos-
talgia for a clear, simple 8-bit world. The viewer faces simultaneous 
images and a charge of sounds, experiencing a stereophonic reality. 
in the fluid 21st century, a man is an avatar reborn anew, a pixel or, 
as mariusz pisarski put it, "a smudge of solder on the motherboard 
of society".  C()n du it  displays the interface culture, a de-con-struc-
tion of man, and identity and body castration.



Mariusz Pisarski

Say it WitH 
a filM-PoeM. 

on Katarzyna 
GiełżyńSKa’S 

c()n du it

� london, 3rd of november 2012
� translated by Piotr czarnota



if we wanted to decide which discipline comes victorious out of the 
current technological storm that is rolling through art – it would be 
animation. The discipline is growing in types and genres, explor-
ing fields not visited in a long time and returning to the syncretic, 
avant-garde 20s and 30s. animation is an interdisciplinary cluster 
bomb. paul Wells and Johny Hardstaff admit that it is becoming the 
indicator of possibilities available in the culture of moving images in 
general, in any genre, style or context, and with respect to almost 
any technique. as a consequence, as one might expect, almost ev-
ery genre can be included in the area of animation or included in its 
own framework, compounding the invigorating flow. 

it is no surprise that the expansiveness and elasticity of digital ani-
mation has been noticed during the monthly internet Tournament 
of one poem on the Ha!art website. animation and poetry have 
a lot in common: short form, over-organization, the tendency to 
operate with symbols. The film-poems of Katarzyna Giełżyńska set 
the bar high as early as the first issues. and it has remained high. 
after receiving her award and sending off a few more works, along 
with two other authors who shared similar esthetics, the author 
found herself at the top of our favorites, well ahead of the stubborn 
"paper peleton". The majority of the remaining authors were unable 
to catch up. as a result, not a single traditional poem received the 
grand prize in any of the ten editions of the iTop!



▶ Katarzyna Giełżyńska,  aut or not  

C()n du it  is the result of a fascination with this dynamic, hybrid 
form of poetry, composed of 30 film-poems created on a computer 
screen with professional video-editing tools, supplemented with 
an addition of traditional drawing techniques, as well as a layer of 
audible objets trouvés. The works of Giełżyńska are seemingly spon-
taneous variations on traditional and contemporary instruments 
of creation (type-writer, stave, a white sheet of paper, clean frame) 
and platforms of expression (poster, video camera, chat, desktop). 
They recall both the analog esthetics of the film roll and the first 
personal computers: atari and Commodore. 
The text, comprised of cinematic word-objects, is accompanied by 
colors and shapes, recognizable symbols and unexpected sounds. 



The text replaces itself on the screen, only occasionally moving to 
the next line, not unlike a traditional poetic form. The role of the 
classical enjambment is taken over by the rhythm of cinematic cuts, 
quite often emphasized by the sounds of a typewriter, audible in the 
background. The visible attachment to the idea of the poem comes 
as a surprise: traditional text appears, on an obligatory basis, in every 
piece in  C()n du it , as if it wanted to remind us that we still are, in 
fact, reading a tiny volume of poetry, and as if to express a certain 
distrust towards roman Bromboszcz, who has been consistently 
and patiently convincing polish readers that poetry today can do 
without words. in a recent discussion on the state of digital litera-
ture, Katherine N. Hayles went even further by making us consider 
removing words from the definition of language in general. 
in this context, the conscious conservatism of Giełżyńska – let's not 
forget she is a TV production professional – who despite all the new 
media wizardry of  C()n du it  suggests that poetry remains poetry, 
constitutes a strong statement in the discussion.

The subtle conservatism is also visible in the way the way  C()n du it  
utilizes the digital element. The digitally enriched tools of cre-
ative practice, along with means of social communication and au-
thor-reader relations, are thematically systematized and esthetized 
in Giełżyńska’s film-poems. The collection itself is also distributed 
digitally. But the function assigned to the work and its reception 



stems directly from the golden age of cinema. 
a viewer can only watch and interpret. The film-poems are not 
interactive; they also shy from an attempt to give the viewer an 
opportunity to become a creator, as it is attempted in experimental 
touchpad apps or by authors of "kinegenetic" installations, where 
graphical and film material is processed in real time according to 
signals from the viewer (touch or physical presence in a given loca-
tion). observant readers will notice several allusions to such innova-
tions, but, in the end, a film-poem – just like poetry itself – remains 
a film-poem, and not a poem-installation, which is a good thing. 
at least for now.

i do not want to spoil the readers’ experience with the newest, 
unusual position in Ha!art’s poetry catalog by analyzing particular 
pieces in  C()n du it . But before encouraging the reader to dive into 
Katarzyna Giełżyńska's exuberant, insightful and humorous world 
of moving word-objects (which – being an analysis of the condition 
of the contemporary man in a multimedia surrounding – will allow 
many readers to relate to it personally), it is necessary to point out 
perhaps the most important phenomenon  C()n du it  highlights. 
only 10  years ago, hardly anyone would have dared to submit 
works like Kwadrat ,  The day after  or  Nowa Książka  by zbigniew 
rybczyński to a literary competition. 
Today it is possible, even though text is clearly giving way to film 



and graphical content. What caused this change in our perception of 
poetry and, at the same time, opened us to the broader horizons of 
animation? What has changed? Where should we place some kind 
of caesura? We do not have to hear the answers just yet. 

 c()n du it  proves we live in 
interesting times. a partic-
ipation or a mere observa-
tion of the changes that are 
taking place may be enough. 
but the best examples of 
these changes, like  c()n du it , 
are worth remembering and 
worth preserving.



Monika Górska-olesińska

SuPPleMent

� translated by aleksandra Małecka 



This text is just a supplement, a collection of notes scribbled on the 
side that i want to share after "reading"  C()n do it .
even though individual poems in Giełżyńska's video collection are 
not interactive, i interpret some of them as an exceptionally original 
negotiation between two currents. on the one hand, there is the 
tradition of contemplative (i.e. non-interactive) minimalist animated 
poems caught in dialogue with concrete and visual poetry, initiated 
in the 1980s by bpNichol ( First screening , 1984), Geof Huth 
( endemic Battle Collage , 1986-87) and richard Kostelanetz ( Kinetic 
Writings , 1988). on the other hand, there are the new realizations 
from the field of playable texts* [works of e-literature that are 
"played out" by users, like video games), of which works by Jason 
Nelson [ Game, Game, and again Game  (2007),  i made This, you 
played This. We are enemies  (2008),  evidence of everything ex-
ploding  (2010)] constitute a perfect example. His poems, inspired 
by the esthetics of "digital retro" are full of irony and black humor 
and originally comment both the relation between users and new 
media interfaces and the often absurd condition of the web-con-
nected subject. 
it is worth noting that Katarzyna Giełżyńska creatively appropriates 
and recycles sounds and images from the cult arcade games of the 
1980s. There are graphical elements from pong in  gracz w apatii  
("gamer in apathy") and the blip from this game appears in  tkanina 
("fabric"). There are references to the graphics of space invaders in  
klikam  ("i click") and  żywi martwi  ("living dead") features sounds 



and graphics from pacman. another, less obvious reference to be 
mentioned is the beginning and ending of  awatary  ("avatars"), 
which reminds of  super mario Clouds  (2002) by Cory arcangel, an 
artistic modification of a mario Brothers cartridge.
But what is the most intriguing is how the author of  C()n do it  es-
thetizes the game schemes of simple arcade games (like in the piece  
granaty  ("grenades"), so they begin to function as literary devices 
which constitute a frame for the wordplay in the poem and shape 
the meanings that emerge during this game. 
The representation of gameplay, additionally reinforced by charac-
teristic chip music, evokes memories of the pleasure from the direct 
(and corporeal) experience of gaming (as a result, our hands almost 
instinctively stretch for the control keys). For obvious reasons, the 
receiver of  granaty  cannot partake in this experience. 
The expression grana Ty (which in polish literally means 'you are 
played’ and  which could perhaps be rendered as "project i les") ap-
pearing in the ending expresses Her (or His) forcibly passive attitude. 
The situation resembles (although only to a certain extent) that of 
the user of the poem  Basho’s  Frogger  (1999), an
 absurd zen game  by Neill Hennessy, which is an attempt at trans-
lating the famous haiku 

The old pond/a frog jumps in/The sound of water

into the language of the interface of a computer game. This was 



achieved through creating a replica of the popular  Frogger , which 
was modified by the author so as to make it impossible to play ef-
fectively (the game always ends with the frog jumping into water, 
just like in matsuō Basho’s piece).
malfunctioning software is also the subject of another piece from  
C()n do it ,  error , which features a cascade of windows popping up 
on the interface, until they almost completely cover the screen (it is 
impossible not compare it to the four screen video-installation en-
titled  my%desktop  (2002-2010) by the group Jodi.org); however, in  
my%desktop , it is the computer user, and not a program, who is 
responsible for glitches).
if you want to challenge your memory of changing interface con-
ventions, you should take a look at  C()n do it .

* playable texts � term used by Noah Wardrip-Fruin 



From the dictionary of 
digital literature Genres

� urszula Pawlicka (animation poetry)
� Mariusz Pisarski (kinetic poetry)
� translated by aleksandra Małecka



 1. aniMation Poetry   
animation poetry pertains to the art of creating moving images. 
it should be emphasized that this poetry only refers to animation, 
draws inspiration from its techniques or esthetics, while remain-
ing still in the field of literature rather than in that of art. The aim 
is to create a work of poetry, based on text, image and movement. 
Non-interactive, finite and mutational, they are tied with the plea-
sure of viewing changing frames.

 The Child  by antoine Bardou-Jacquet (1999) and Jasieński's  marsz  
interpreted by the Twożywo group (2010) are "animated calligrams", 
which stem from the formula of apollinaire's visual poems.
 

 

▶ Twożywo,  marsz  by Brunon Jasieński



antoine Bardou-Jacquet represents a world "stripped down to let-
ters" – the city is built solely from words, which constitute infor-
mation about a given object, e.g. the words "car" are riding around 
streets instead of vehicles. letters create an austere three dimen-
sional world, which is presented from different perspectives: a bird's 
eye view, a view from the car, or that of a pedestrian. 
 The Child  tells the story of a married couple who are trying to get 
through the city traffic to the hospital maternity ward. 
The audible layer is important: the sound of the speeding car, the 
voice of the man asking the driver to go faster or the woman's heavy 
breathing. The dramatic tension of the story is created by rapid se-
quences of frames, zooming, screeching of tires, and the changes of 
colors, from shades of red and orange to navy blue and black, which 
mark the passage of the day. Gopher presents the world seen from 
a linguistic perspective. reality is made up only of objects that have 
a name; what we are unable to denominate does not exist.
 



▶ a. bardou-Jacquet,  The Child 
 
rudy lemcke in the poetic animation  The uninvited  shows the 
experiences of a homeless Vietnam war veteran. Traces of leaves 
appear on the orange background, creating forms resembling dolls 
from the indonesian wayang kulit tradition – their shades crowd the 
screen, and they are accompanied by oriental music. lemcke first 
photographed dolls made of dried leaves, and then placed them in 
the composition and animated them. From among the digital pho-
tographs, emerges a text on america, war and suffering. phantom 
pain, the effect of trauma, is felt by the body, which resembles the 
dried leaves. The pain is not physical, it is psychical. existence after 
tragic experiences resembles living death, and every action is per-
formed mechanically, absently, steered like that of a doll.
 



▶ r. lemcke,  The uninvited 
 
in poland, the first collection of animation poetry is   C()n du it  (2012) 
by Katarzyna Giełżyńska. in her textual-musical clips, which are full 
of humor and intensity, the author presents the most important 
phenomena in visual culture, as well as internet "rituals", such as 
clicking, chatting or posting.

related entries: video poetry, digital visual poetry, video clip



 1. Kinetic Poetry   
Kinetic poetry: poetry which achieves its artistic effect through com-
bining text with motion, and subjecting it to temporal techniques 
of cinematic origin or digital techniques being their equivalents or 
further developments. unlike the related genre of animation po-
etry, the dominant of which is the result of re-mediating analog 
animation techniques, kinetic poetry is a textual film or textual 
video, which tries to create its own language on the cinema, TV or 
computer screen using available means of expression, such as color, 
sound, movement, system font, which are subsequently subject to 
manipulations in the given time frame and within the given soft-
ware and hardware configuration. 

Kinetic poetry has its roots in the pre-war avant-gardes, post-war 
neo-avant-garde and op-art. marcel duchamp's rotoreliefs should 
be considered precursory works for the genre, as well as his film
 anemic Cinema  (1926), in which "vertiginous" (to use the expres-
sion of Łukasz podgórni) text  is mounted on characteristic whirling 
spirals and rings.

Two post-war events mark the further development of kinetic po-
etry: the 1955 exposition le mouvement in paris, which opens the 
period of kinetic art (and of the popularity of the related op-art) and 
the birth of video-art. The popularization of computers opens a new 
era, which allows for asynchronous mixing of techniques and genres 



within one environment and for the introduction of elements that 
are programmable, generative and interactive. 
examples of digital kinetic poetry include:  The Clue: a minimystery  
and   it all Comes down to ________  by robert Kendal,  ré veille 
poétique  by philippe Bootz,  The dazzle as Question by Claire dins-
more ,  ars poetica  by zenon Fajfer or  C()n du it , the collection of 
film-poems by Katarzyna Giełżyńska.

▶ Marcel duchamp,  anemic Cinema  (1926)

The theory of digital literature has been trying for years to rank ki-
netic poetry in the field of non-interactive works, which do not re-



quire of the recipient anything apart from interpretation, and thus 
they are akin to film or poems on paper. However, this is a serious 
oversimplification. in his artistic and theoretic work, philippe Bootz 
underlines the importance of processes taking place between the 
layer of text and the layer of code. The text visible onscreen is often 
– even in the case of kinetic poetry –a result of negotiation between 
the procedural protocols of the text and the linguistic elements of 
the code. This phase of work is not possible in analog kinetic poetry. 
its digital counterpart should be thus placed on the second out of 
the four levels of interactiveness described by us. 
even if, in the case of a particular work, there were no feedback loops, 
the reception of kinetic poetry is very different from watching a film 
or reading a poem. Janez strehovec points out that a word-object, 
as the basic unit of kinetic and digital poetry, creates film and lan-
guage sequences on the screen, the reception of which requires 
much more complex cognitive procedures and higher competence 
than the usual sum of strategies required during the perception of 
film or literature. The decoding process undergoes specialization 
and the recipient, beside traditional linear reading, has to perform 
a number of complicated procedures: jumpy reading, viewing words 
in the form of 3d objects, tracing the movement of these objects, 
perceiving the whole created by the elements as an onscreen mo-
saic, listening to the soundtrack or perceiving the spatial dimension 
of the text as an object, the task of which is sensory stimulation.

related entries: animation poetry, digital visual poetry
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